International Training Seminars at Braunstein + Berndt GmbH, Germany:

Dear SoundPLAN user,

This year we offer a selection of training seminars in our office in Backnang / Germany. From Stuttgart airport it can be easily reached with public transportation. The training sessions are limited to a maximum of 8 participants. The training session will be held in English, all materials handed out during the training sessions are also in English. The seminars will be a combination of PowerPoint presentations and hands on with the SoundPLAN software. The sessions are scheduled from 09:00 to 12:30 and from 13:30 to 17:00. The trainings will be held by experienced SoundPLAN trainers with at least 5 years of experience in project work. The trainers are familiar in detail with all aspects of noise pollution and the application of SoundPLAN in this field.

Looking forward to meeting you in Backnang

Jochen Schaal
SoundPLAN International LLC
js@SoundPLAN.com
Details of the offered training sessions:

**SoundPLAN for newbie’s (road and industry):**

This three days training offers for total newcomers a good entry into the problems of road and industrial noise modeling in SoundPLAN. On the basis of a simple project the data handling will be explained and import possibilities will be demonstrated. Furthermore the powerful WallDesign - wall optimization tool will be explained for road noise, other topics will be the documentation of projects with Documentation, Spreadsheet and the Graphics.

**Dates:**
31st March – 2nd April 2014
13th – 15th October 2014

**Requirements:**
The participants are responsible for basic acoustic knowledge about the French road modeling standard NMP, the ISO standard 9613-2 and the European noise directive END.

**Price:**
1.200,- Euro

**SoundPLAN indoor:**

The course will focus on the improved indoor noise modeling module of SoundPLAN. The calculations are still based on the VDI 3760, but are now extended to rooms with irregular layout and screening objects of any size and shape. During the training the theory and the practical implementation will be discussed and a training project will be setup by all participants in SoundPLAN.

**Dates:**
27th of March 2014
20th of October 2014

**Requirements:**
The participants are responsible to have a basic acoustic knowledge about the VDI 3760.

**Price:**
450,- Euro
SoundPLAN in flight (aircraft noise):

This one day training for experienced SoundPLAN users offers an easy start into the field of aircraft noise modeling based on the European standard ECAC Doc. 29 2nd and/or 3rd edition. On the basis of a training project the input, the import of radar tracks, the calculation and the documentation will be demonstrated and discussed.

Dates:
28th of March 2014
21st of October 2014

Requirements:
Basic experience with SoundPLAN. Acoustic knowledge and understanding of the ECAC Doc. 29, or comparable will be helpful.

Price:
450,- Euro